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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to explore the challenges in implementing communicative language teaching 
(CLT) in the pedagogic culture of Saudi Arabian schools. To achieve this aim, this paper reviews 
relevant studies conducted from 2010 to 2019. In theory, the CLT approach is premised on several 
principles [1]. First, the focus on the studied language should not be limited to only one aspect of 
communicative competence. Second, proficiency and fluency are equally necessary in this approach. 
Further, the language taught must be meaningful and authentic. Finally, the learners must use 
language productively. This paper uses theory of pedagogic discourse to compare how CLT is 
conceptualised, and how it is implemented. Bernstein’s theory of pedagogy offers two foundational 
concepts: classification and framing. Classification refers to the boundaries between subjects and 
knowledge. Framing refers to control over this transmission of knowledge. The strength of 
classification and framing can vary [2]. Using these concepts, this paper argues that CLT pedagogy is 
designed with weak classification and weak framing. However, CLT in theory may differ from CLT in 
practice. As reported in the literature, the practice of CLT in Saudi Arabian settings is typically strong 
in both classification and framing. The literature reviewed suggests that Saudi teachers typically 
continue with explicit grammar instruction rather than encourage the students to participate in more 
communicative pedagogies because the teachers’ main concern is to control student behaviour in the 
classroom. This review also finds that most of the studies report that, in carrying out CLT activities, 
teachers used strong framing which stopped the students from learning the target language in a 
productive way as they did not have enough choice over their use of the language in their learning 
process. This paper poses questions about policies that require the use of CLT in Saudi Arabian 
classrooms without consideration of the pedagogic cultures in such settings. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Different educational culture contexts may result in different pedagogic practice. Not all countries 
design their own curriculum, so some curricula may have been designed in a different context and it is 
this difference in design that assumes certain pedagogic practice. Such pedagogic practice does not 
necessarily fit all cultural contexts. One example is the new communicative English language 
curriculum currently being employed in Saudi Arabia, which was adopted as government policy in 
2004 and had been designed in Western settings. The new curriculum has been introduced to Saudi 
Arabian schools to promote English learning by enhancing activities and tasks to allow the students to 
learn the language through communication in a meaningful way. The curriculum is based on 
communicative language teaching (CLT) principles and aims to promote the four skills of English 
language: writing, reading, speaking and listening [3]. These principles involve an emphasis on 
specific pedagogic practices, such as classroom discussion, student expression, and student-teacher 
interactions in the target language. This paper explores and evaluates the reported studies regarding 
the implementation of CLT curriculum in Saudi Arabia. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
The methodology of this paper is that of qualitative literature review, to present and compare other 
studies that have been conducted in the same field. Therefore, the literature review aims to fill the gap 
in areas that have not been covered [4]. This paper reviews six studies that have explored the 
implementation of CLT in Saudi Arabian schools over the period 2010 to 2019. I analyse the findings 
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of these studies by using Bernstein’s theory of pedagogical discourse [2]. This theory has two 
foundational concepts: classification and framing.  

Classification refers to the boundaries between subjects and knowledge. It is about the separation 
between these subjects and other knowledge, and to what degree these subjects are specialised and 
classified.  Classification divided into stronger classification and weaker classification. When there are 
strong boundaries between the subject knowledge and the content, the classification is stronger (C+). 
When the space between the knowledge and the content is weak, it will be weaker classification (C-). 

Framing refers to the control over the transmission of this knowledge. It is about the relations between 
the students and the teacher in terms of how much control they each have over teaching sequences 
and the selection of the teaching and learning materials. Framing is divided into stronger (F+) and 
weaker (F-). F+ refers to the control over the selection, the lesson sequence is by the teacher and the 
students have less freedom and less choice over how the lesson proceeds. On the other hand, with F- 
the freedom of the students to control the lesson is greater and so there is more student choice of how 
to learn. The strength of classification and framing can vary during the lesson. 

When pedagogy is F- and C-, it is conceptualised as ‘invisible’ pedagogy [2]. When pedagogy is C+ 
and F+, the pedagogy is considered ‘visible’. By using this theory, I analyse the reported studies by 
redescribing the reported pedagogic discourse through the twin elements of classification and framing, 
which in combination result in visible or invisible pedagogies. Then I compare the pedagogies reported 
in the studies with CLT principles. The results of these studies show that there is a mismatch between 
the CLT principles with the typical pedagogic discourse in Saudi Arabian schools. 

3 RESULTS 
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) is a broad approach rather than a specific method [5]. The 
first principle of CLT is that all the aspects of language in communicative competence are important. 
This means that knowing only grammar is not sufficient if there is a lack of other aspects of 
communication, such as sociolinguistic competence, strategic competence and discourse 
competence. Grammar involves knowing how to form and organise language by using grammar rules, 
therefore only having a correct knowledge base of grammar does not necessarily mean knowing how 
it can be used to communicate effectively. The other aspects of communication are needed to use the 
language appropriately in context. The second principle of CLT claims that fluency is as important as 
accuracy in the classroom. This means that inaccuracy should not stop learners from using the 
language as long as they continue to use the language to learn. In other words, teachers should 
encourage students to use the language even if they have mistakes in grammar as long as their 
language is understandable. However, this does not mean grammar should be ignored – it is still 
important. The third principle is that CLT lessons should invoke meaningful language that makes 
sense to the students, rather than being limited to the classroom. The fourth principle is that the 
teaching of CLT should foreground authenticity. This involves the text and materials in the classroom 
being taken from real-life contexts, such as newspaper articles. The fifth principle is that the students 
should be productive users of the target language. Students should produce meaningful language 
during the learning process rather than simply reproducing examples of the target language. This 
means that the learners engage with the target language not to repeat or memorise the language, but 
rather to use the language communicatively in the classroom and beyond. 

However, the results of the reported studies show that there are challenges that have prevented CLT 
implementation from being successful in the Saudi Arabian setting. These issues include: lack of 
communicative tasks and activities [3], [6], [7], [8]; misconceptions about CLT, [6], [8]; lack of teacher 
education regarding CLT [3], [7], [6]; difficulties related to students, [6], [8]; and how CLT 
implementation aligns with exams. In other words, there are difficulties and challenges involved with 
the introduction of CLT in Saudi Arabia. These difficulties can be seen from different perspectives. The 
common thing with this set of studies is they were all done in the same setting which is in Saudi 
Arabian education. I have classified the results into two types: typical pedagogic practices of CLT and 
actual pedagogic practices of Saudi Arabian schools. 
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3.1 Pedagogic practices  
Table 1. CLT in Saudi Arabian settings. 

 Title   Methodology Results 

Al Asmari 
2015 

Communicative language 
teaching; EFL University 
context 

Questionnaires   Misconceptions about CLT.  
Lack of training. 
Lack of communicative resources.  
Lack of know how to use appropriate language.  
Student resistance to use communicative 
activities.  
Lack of motivation (as it is not the language 
used for everyday communication).  
Different exam system.  
CLT not effective to assess students.   

Abahussain 
2016 

Implementing 
Communicative Language 
Teaching Method in Saudi 
Arabia: Challenges Faced 
by Formative Year 
Teachers in State Schools 

Interviews, 
questionnaires 
and document 
analysis 

Teacher is dominant (teacher-centred).  
Teacher does not let the students interact.  
Teacher concerned with final product rather 
than the process.  
Teaching skills are separate rather than 
integrated.  
Grammar and translation is taught more than 
oral skills.  
Teachers encourage competition rather than 
cooperation.  
Skills are organised and presented by teachers.  
Teacher does not have confidence to use CLT.  
Exam is the main purpose. 

MA Wajid, M 
Saleem 2016 

Conflict in Communicative 
Language Teaching 
Theory and practice: a 
Study in Saudi Arabia 

Survey 
questionnaire 

Fear of using CLT in classrooms.  

Hamad  2016 Hindrance of Maintaining 
Communicative Language 
Teaching (CLT) at Saudi 
Colleges in Tohama 

Classroom 
observation and 
questionnaires    

Traditional methods.  
CLT is time-consuming.  
Students afraid of making mistakes.  
Lecturers use authority, students are receivers 
of knowledge. 

Abdulkader 
2016 

An Investigation of Saudi 
EFL Teachers’ 
Perceptions of the 
Appropriateness of 
Communicative Language 
Teaching (CLT) in a Saudi 
Context 

Questionnaires 
and semi-
instructed 
interviews   

There is a positive attitude towards CLT.  
Actual practice is utilised (memorisation and 
translation).  
Context is too demanding to use communicative 
activities. 

Al Khateeb 
2018 

Communicative Activities 
in Saudi EFL  
Textbooks: A Corpus-
driven Analysis 

Textbook 
analysis 

The textbook is the primary concern for 
memorisation, repetition and drill practice.  
Few tasks constructed in communicative and 
situational contexts.  
Tasks distributed randomly without considering 
situational performance.  
No logic consequences in the tasks.  
Need more communicative tasks.  
Tasks used focus on one-way direction with no 
reciprocity  
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3.1.1 Typical pedagogic practices of CLT   
The typical pedagogic practices of CLT involve invisible more than visible pedagogy practice. This 
invisible pedagogic practice allows students to discuss and negotiate lesson content by using the 
target language more freely within arranged contexts that relate to everyday language, to enable the 
use of more meaningful language. In other words, the lesson gives space for the students to exercise 
more control over how to learn within a more relaxed and participative classroom environment and 
interact more with peers and the teacher. 

3.1.2 Actual pedagogic practices of Saudi Arabian schools  
From the studies that I have reviewed, and from my own experience as a student and a teacher in 
Saudi Arabia, the school setting tends to use visible pedagogy with strong classification, C+, and 
strong framing, F+. It is in the F+ where the relation between the teachers and the students is strictly 
hierarchical. As such, the classroom interaction is highly structured, the teacher is the main source of 
knowledge, and the students are required to follow the teacher’s instruction. The students have little 
freedom to interact and communicate using the target language. In the C+ setting, the English lesson 
is taught as a specialised school subject rather than a language that can be used for communication 
outside the classroom. The emphasis on grammar may not result in common-sense knowledge for the 
students but as special, strategic knowledge that is merely learned to pass exams.  

As a result of this pedagogic culture, the enacted practice of CLT in Saudi Arabian settings is typically 
strong in both classification and framing. The literature reviewed reported that Saudi teachers typically 
continued with explicit grammar instruction rather than encouraging the students to participate in more 
communicative pedagogies because the teachers’ priority is controlling student behaviour in the 
classroom. The review also found that most of the teachers used strong framing in CLT activities from 
the textbooks which stopped the students from learning productively by using the target language 
more freely rather than more predictably in controlled practice. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has reviewed recent studies which have examined the implementation of CLT in the Saudi 
Arabian setting. These studies can be summarised as follows: what stops CLT being implemented 
successfully are misconceptions about CLT, lack of using CLT activities and tasks, lack of preparation 
for CLT in teacher education and student reticence to use the target language in the classroom. These 
studies have examined CLT implementation in Saudi setting from different perspectives – which 
results in some differences but also in some common results. Comparing these studies, what they all 
have in common is that they were done in the same setting. The Saudi setting is shown to be 
consistently that of highly structured lessons using visible pedagogy with little room for the students' 
freedom to choose or decide what to learn and how. However, when it comes to CLT, ideally it uses 
more invisible pedagogy with more freedom for students to use the language more productively. This 
means there is there is a mismatch between what the CLT requires and what is actually being 
practised in the Saudi classroom. This raises questions about how CLT might fit into the pedagogic 
culture of Saudi Arabia, or might be adapted for this pedagogic culture, questions which I hope to 
explore further in my own doctoral research. 
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